Index

“A Map at Different Scales” (Amundsen), 30
Abstract Expressionist movement, 52–53
Abstracted notations, 221
Abstracted textures, 127–128
Acid-free paper, 73
Adams, Neal, 306
Adjustable triangles, 67
Adobe After Effects, 273
Adobe Illustrator, 276, 280
Adobe Photoshop, 273, 276–277, 280, 282, 284–285, 289, 295, C-2, C-34–C-36
Afterimages, 10
“After Maximus at the Circus Max” (Meyer), 109
Alberti, Leon Battista, 162
Alberti’s veil, 163
Alice in Wonderland, 265
All-day landscape sketches, 166
Alzheimer’s Disease, 323
American Academy in Rome, 27, 34, 100, 109, 297
American Film Institute in Los Angeles, 263
Amundsen, Annie, 30, 212, 232, 253, C-27
Anasazi Indians, 27
Anatomy, 252
Animatics, 272
Animation, 252, 272. See also Storyboard landscape
Apertures, rendering, 144
Architectural details, 204
Architectural perspective, 203–205
Architectural plans, 224–225
Architectural scale, 67–68
Architecture, 224–225, 247–248
drawing, 203–205
Argo, 271
Arnheim, Rudolf, 235
“Arrows and Eddies” (Ware), 260
Art, as a transformational process, 63
Artistic community, 50–55
Artists’ travel sketchbooks, 36–39.
See also Daybooks; Sketchbooks
Art Students’ League, 53
Assemblage(s), 49, 167, 313–316
Automatic writing, 7
Axial composition, 177
Axonometric drawings, 235–250
constructing, 240–242
illustrating, 246–249
“Baffling Means” (Coolidge), 180
Bagnall, Jim, 15
Bamboo pens, 150
Bauhaus Design School, 35
Baxter, Glen, 48
Beat, 264, 267
“Beatnik Bandit” (Roth), 58
Beaux-Arts, 291
Beats, the, 53, 59
Beaux-Arts movement, ix, 12, 27, 35, 236, 291
Bender, Tom, 181
Bird’s-eye view, 188
freehand, 243, 245
“Blank-page” panic, 27–28
“Bloedel Reserve” (Haag), 192
Blotting paper, 85, 89
Blue-Line Comic Method, 288
Blue pencils, nonreproducible, 79
Bodenheim, Maxwell, 52
Boorum Memo Pad, 29
Booth, Franklin, 179
“The Botanic Garden” (Sullivan), C-29
“Botanic Garden Series” (Sullivan), 276
Boults, Elizabeth, 262, C-24
Bradbury, Ray, 55
Branching foliage. See also Vegetation practice in drawing, 140–141
shadowing, 147–149
Braque, Georges, 12, 19, 47, 50, 123
Breton, André, 14
Brewster, Elise, 40, 124
“Bridging the Gap” (Smith), 310
Brunelleschi, Filippo, 183
Brushes
  cleaning, 85–86
  watercolor, 84–86
“Building” (Ware), 289, C-36
Buildings and Projects (Graves), 22
Burchfield, Charles, 4, 5, 9, 10, 17, 21, 32, 61, 63, 103, 146, 147, 160, 161, 164–166
Burns, Ken, 273
Byne, Arthur, 35
Byne, Mildred, 35
Cabinet saucers, 87
Caravaggio, 112
Carlson, John F., 131
Carlson’s Guide to Landscape Painting, 131
Cassady, Carolyn, 33
Cassady, Neal, 52, 59
Cast shadows, 117, 119. See also Shadow
Catalog of Artists’ Materials (Daniel Smith Inc.), 66
Catherine Dee Overdrawing Method, 286
Cedar Tavern, 52
Cennini, Cenninio, 7
Cézanne Effect, the, 286, 288
Cézanne, Paul, 286–287
“Cézanne’s Composition” (Loran), 286–287
Chang, Catherine, 248, C-12
Charcoal, 73, 75
Chen, Maura, 255, 258
Chen, Wei, 275, 284, C-35
Chiaroscuro, 11, 116–117
drawing spheres in, 119
Chinese landscape painting, 184
“Chinese Takeout Gardens” (Sullivan), 320
Chouinard Art School, 254
Ciesiolkiewicz, Ireneusz, 44, 45, 112, 129
Cinematography, 252, 267
Circle templates, 67–68
Cities, as sources of inspiration, 50
Clark, Kenneth, 111, 157, 161, 170
Classic landscape composition, 168–171
“Classic Landscape with Instrumentation” (Sullivan), C-30
Claude lens, 174
Claude mirror, 171–174
Close-up, 274
Cochran, Andie, 246, C-10
Cold press paper, 88
“Collage” (Parral), 108
Collages, 31, 313, C-18, C-34
sketchbook, 31
Collazos, Daniel, 285
Colored pencils, 80–83
setting up palette, 81–82
Colors. See also Tone
overlaying, 82, C-3 through C-6
watercolor, 86–87, C-7
Comic(s), 259, 262–263, 288
board, 262
format, 263
pages, 288
Communication, through drawing, 14
Competition drawing(s), 310–312
Composing and Shading Your Drawings (de Fiore), 319
Composition. See also Final compositions; Landscape composition
axial, 177
diagonal, 176
dynamic, 158
of final drawings, 299–303
in landscape drawings, 157–180
of paraline drawings, 250
square, 178
triangular, 177–178
working out, 116
Computer simulations, x
Concentration, 6, 17
Conceptual design process, 264
Conceptual Design Studies, 8
“Conceptual Perspective for Port of
Los Angeles, Terminal Island
Re-Design” (Holzman), 285
Conceptual plans, freehand, 216–218
Conceptualization, 7
Cone of vision, 173, 175, 184–185,
188, 198–199
Confessions of a Rat Fink (Roth), 43
Constable, John, 111, 158, 160
Construction lines, 184, 219, 226, 247
Contour drawing, 133–135
Contours
feeling, 134
indicating, 220
of plant forms, 135
Contrast, 274
Coolidge, Clark, 52, 180
Copying, 14, 36, 58, 73
Corbu stencils, 309
Coulisse, 169
Cozens, Alexander, 165–166
Cozens landscape blot, 165–167, 169
Creative environment, 43–63
Creative process, 15–16, 60–63
Cross contours, 149
Crosshatching, 115–116, 129,
156, 226
Crumb, R., 23
Cundy, Fiona, 288
Curtains, white canvas, 45
Cutline, 229
“Cypresses” (van Gogh), 146

Daisen-in, 264
Dali, Salvador, 47, 188
Daniel Smith, Inc., A Catalog of
Artists’ Materials, 66
da Vinci, Leonardo, x, 2, 20, 22, 34,
44, 73, 74, 112, 114, 117, 134,
135, 140, 142, 156, 161, 162,
167, 172, 173, 174, 179, 187,
224, 321
Dashed lines, 220
“Day of St. Mary of the Snows”
(da Vinci), 2
Daybooks, 19–41. See also Journals;
Sketchbooks
doodling in, 32
media for, 29–31
types of, 27–28
variations on, 33–41
de Fiore, Gaspare, 299
De Kooning, Willem, 12, 53
Dee, Catherine, 285–286. See also
Catherine Dee Overdrawing
Method
Delacroix, Eugène, 38
Delaney, Topher, 310, C-11
Design journals, 34–36
Design on the Land (Newton), 35
Design processes, 158–159
Details, adding, 200
Diagonal composition, 176
Diagonal point, 233
Diaries, 33. See also Daybooks
Diaries of Paul Klee, The 65
Digitally manipulated hand draw-
ing, 276
Dillard, Annie, ix, 56
Disney studio, 266, 271
Disney, Walt, 251, 254, 266
Doodling, 32
Dots, practicing, 99–101
Dotted lines, 220
“Double Imperative Landscape”
(Sullivan), 6
Drafting pencils, 69–70
Drafting tape, 67
Drafting vellum, 73, 78
Dramatic structure, 264–265
Drawing. See also Contour drawing;
Drawings; Figure drawing; Freehand
perspective drawing; Landscape
drawing
communication through, 14
as conceptualizing, 7
daily, 39
defined, 3–7
and the design process, viii, x
education in, 12
essence of, 1–18
live model, 259
with gesture, 136–137
observation and, 165
power of, 16–17
reason for, 2
as seeing, 7–12
spirit of, 17–18
watercolor over, 89–91
Drawing board, 46, 67
Drawing bridge, 71
Drawing exercises
  group, 13, 14
  preliminary, 93–109
Drawing exhibitions, vii, x–xi
Drawing group, 259
Drawing instruments, 65–91
  holding, 94–97
Drawing paper, 72–73, 164
Drawing practice, sustained, 15
Drawing surface, 67
  for pens, 78–80
Drawings. See also Axonometric drawings; Drawing; Isometric drawings; Landscape drawings; Paraline drawings
coloring, 82–83
copying, 14
  as inspiration, 13
  looking at, 13
Dream books, 34. See also Daybooks
Dry brush technique, 151
Duffy, Yes, 41

“Early Spring” (His), 186
Easels, 46
Eckbo, Garrett, 12, 53, 192, 208, 213, 236, 240, 241, 247
Edwards, Daphne, C-34
Eisner, Will, 286
El Greco, 112
Elevational perspective, 231, 233–234
Elevations, 228–230
  illustrating, 230, 232
Empty space, 178. See also Space
Engineering scale, 67–68
Enjoyment, drawing for, 320
Envelope plan sketching, 218
Environment
  creative, 44–49
  editing, 160
Environmental design, 252
Environmental Design Primer (Bender), 181
Equipment, 65–91
Erasers, 71–75, 79
Erasing machines, electric, 79
Erasing shield, 72
“Estate in the Manner of Louis XIV” (Eckbo), 208
“Exclamation” exercise, 99
Experimental media, 312–317. See also Media
Exploded view, 244, 246
Expressive lines, 103
“Exquisite corpse” method, 14
Eye drop, 169
Eye movement, 170
Façade Gallery, 54
Fade, 274
Fades, creating, 99–100
“Falling Leaves: Maple Tree” (Burchfield), 61
“Farragut Drive School—Flagpole Unit” (Eckbo), 241
Farrand, Beatrix, 244
Felt-tip pens, 29
Ferriss, Hugh, 277
Figure drawing, 252–254, 256, 259; See also Human figure classes in, 254
  sketchbook, 259
Finlay, Ian Hamilton, 264
“First impression, best impression,” 137
Flexi-curve, 67
Florence, Jenika, 282, C-2
Focal point, 171
Folding screen, 314, 316
Folding stools, 38
Foliage, 140–146. See also Vegetation
Foreground, human figures in, 191
Foreshadowing, 265
“Forest Landscape” (Muziano), 145
Forms, contrasting, 120
Foster, Harold R., 154–155
Fountain pens, 29–31
“Fragmented Muir Beach Lagoon” (Amundsen), 212
Frame of reference, 211–212
Frank, Emily, 271, 295–296, C-8, C-9
Freedom, structure and, 12–16
Freehand bird’s-eye view, 243, 245
Freehand conceptual plans, 216–218
Freehand drawing skills, 4
Freehand landscape perspective, 186–187
Freehand perspective, gestural quality of, 200–201
Freehand perspective drawing, 181–205
Freehand perspective grid, 190
Friends of the High Line, 277
“Garden Devices” (Sullivan), 314
“Garden for F. Butler” (Ruspini), 219
“Garden for Wm. A.M. Burden” (Eckbo), 213
“Garden of Linnaeus” (Sullivan), C-22
“Garden of the Forking Paths” (Chang), C-12
“Garden Plan” (Gropp), 233
Genius loci, 160
Geometric solids, drawing, 119–121
Gestural quality, developing, 200–201
Gestural study, 256
Gestures
  contours in, 201–202
day-long, 152
drawing with, 136–137
  in figure drawing, 256–257
flowing, 105
leaf, 149
linear, 146
  sustained, 151–152
Gilot, Françoise, 41, 51, 52, 60, 94, 108
Giorgione, 130
Glass working surface, 82
Glazes, transparent, 89
Gold-point pens, 30
Graffiti artists, 41
Graham, Don, 254
Graphic vocabulary, developing, 137
Graphite pencils, 69–70, 277
Graves, Michael, 22
Gray’s Anatomy, 255
  “Greg Taylor Garden” (Delaney), 311
Grid, laying out, 250
Griffin, Bill, 35, 38
Griffith, Lucas, 293, C-19
Gris, Juan, 123
Gropius, Walter, 35
Gropp, Jill Ann, 229, 233
Ground plane, 184, 219–233, 246–247
  locating objects on, 188
  textures in, 220–223
  treatments for, 219–220
Guide lines, 184
Guide to Drawing, A
  (Mendelowitz), 122
Guptil, Arthur, 69, 124
Guston, Philip, 49, 63
Haag, Richard, 192, 234
Halprin, Lawrence, 23, 53
Hammock, Tom. See also Tom Hammock Method
Hammond, Robert, 277. See also
  Friends of the High Line
Hand-drawing, x
Hand-eye coordination, 94, 97
Hand-eye relationship, 7–9
Harbison, Robert, 210, 212
“Harlingen Farm Workers’ Camp” (Eckbo), 236
Harris, Catherine, 165, 167, 171–172, 203, 229, C-26
Harvard Graduate School of Design, 35
“Hatch Garden” (Delaney), C-11
Hatching, 114–116, 129, 279
Hatchures, 114, 220
“Heads of Two Different Types of Rush” (da Vinci), 22
Hemingway, Ernest, 50, 60, 95
Henri, Robert, 17, 18, 95, 125, 136, 160, 204
Herriman, George, 303, 305
Hester, Randy, 40, C-13
Hierarchy of Line Weights, 219
High-contrast rapid sketches, 155–156
Hill, Edward, iv, 1, 3, 7, 113
His, Kuo, 186
Hofmann, Hans, x, 4, 52, 93, 208, 212
Hollowell, Andrea, 33
Holzman, Justine, 285
Hood, Walter, 76, 187, 248
Horizon line, 184, 187–189
  adjusting, 188–189
Horizontal plane, receding lines on, 190–191
Hot press paper, 88
Hubbard, Henry Vincent, 234
Human figure(s), 214. See also Anatomy; Figure drawing; Muscles; Skeleton
gesture, in, 256, 257
proportions, 252–254
space, in, 252–254, 257
Hybrid drawing, 275–276. See also
  Digitally manipulated hand drawing

Illusion of Life: Disney Animation, The
  (Thomas and Johnston), 251
Illustrated History of Landscape Design
  (Sullivan and Boult), 261
Illustrator. See Adobe Illustrator
Imagination, landscape, 9, 161–162
Imbert, Dorothee, 219
Impressionist image, 286
India ink, 31, 77
Ingram, Michael, 272
Ink, 31
nonclogging, 78
practice with, 80
setting up for drawing with, 78
Inspiration, 56–60
sources of, 13, 50, 57
International Laboratory for Architecture and Urban Design, 91
Introduction to Landscape Design
(Hubbard and Kimbal), 234
Irwin, Robert, 20
Ishee, Rae, 282–283
Isometric drawings, 242–244
construction, 243
illustrating, 246–249
Italian Guidebook
(Turner), 37
Italian Renaissance gardens, 17, 26–27
“Italy” (Sullivan), 20
James, Frank, 2, 4, 6, 16, 102, 112,
124, 132, 133, 135, 153, 182, 216
Japanese wood-block artists, 99
Jellicoe, Geoffrey, 12
Jerrard, Laura, 108
Johns, Jasper, 53
Johnson, Joyce, 52
Journal keeping. See Daybooks; Sketchbooks
Kerouac, Jack, 33, 34, 52, 53, 59,
60, 63
Kim, June, 262
Kim, Sarah, 129
Kimbal, Theodora, 234
Kirby, Jack, 271
Klee, Paul, 65, 69, 304
Kline, Franz, 52–53
Koberg, Don, 15
“Krazy Kat” (Herriman), 303, 305
Kwak, Grace, 127

“Landscape” (Hood), 76
Landscape animation, 252
Landscape architectural drawing, ix
Landscape architecture, 17, 53
Landscape blot, 166–167, 169
Landscape composition
classic, 168–171
visualizing, 175–176
Landscape dioramas, 167, 301, C-9,
C-22, C-30
Landscape drawing, 7, 9, 132, 136,
161. See also Landscapes
composition in, 157–180
textures in, 123–124
Landscape imagination, developing,
161–162
Landscape into Art (Clark), 111, 157
Landscape painting, 87
Landscape perspective, freehand,
186–187
Landscape plan, 209, 210, 213, C-1,
C-8, C-10
Landscape sketches, all-day, 166
“Landscape Studies” (Palmer), 39
“Landscape with Castle” (Titian), 144
“Landscape with Nymphs and Satyrs”
(Titian), 149
“Landscape with Psyche”
(Lorrain), 160
Landscapes
describing, 13
imagining, 162
organizing, 160
surreal, 25
thumbnail, 36–37
Landschap for Living (Eckbo), 240
“Landscapes in Tone” (Giesiolkiewicz), 112, 129
Language of Drawing, The (Hill), iv, 1
Laurie, Michael, 164, 166
Lawrence Halprin: Notebooks, 23
Leaf gesture, 142, 149
“Learning” (McVarish), 317
Leaves
abstracting, 141, 149
in tone, 140
Le Corbusier, 12, 27
Ledge, 169
Lettering, 309
Lichtenstein, Roy, 303
Life-model drawing, 254. See also
Figure drawing; Live model
sessions
Light, 112, 116–119. See also
Natural light
observing, 116
Line drawing, language of, 94
Line exercises, 97–98
Line of sight, 184, 193
Line weights, 97–98, 219
Linear perspective, 183–185
Index

Lines
- expressive, 103
- wiggly, 101

Little Sparta (Finlay), 264

Live model sessions, 259

“Livre de Parterres” (Marot), 237

L’Ecole des Beaux-Art, 35. See also Beaux-Arts movement

“Loomis Residence” (Treib and Imbert), 219

Loosening-up exercises, 105, 107

Loran, Erle, 286–287

Lorrain, Claude, 13, 16, 159, 160, 173–175

“Lost Alchemy” (Sullivan), 159

The Lost Garden Folio of Madame M.C. O’Connor (Sullivan), 297

“Lost generation,” 50

Macro theme, 171

Mad magazine, 58

Marot, Daniel, 237

“Mars is Heaven” (Bradbury), 55

Maryott, Cory, 281, 295, 297

Masaccio, 183

Masking fluid, 90

Mass studies, 266

Matisse, Henri, 12, 41, 51, 53, 60, 108

Mayer, Musa, 49, 63

McCay, Winsor, 252

McCloud, Scott, 288

McDonald, Regan, 150

McGrath, Charles, 259

McVarish, Maria, 48–51, 312, 317, C-20, C-21

“Meaning of Farmer’s Market” (Griffith), 294, C-19

Measured plans, 218–219

Media. See also Mixed media
- experimental, 312–317
- soft, 75–75

Meditation, 2, 17, 105

Mendelowitz, Daniel M., 122, 133, 186

Mental images, making, 12. See also Imagination; Visualization

“Meteor Named Vince” (Sullivan), 321

Meyer, David, 100, 109, 126

Micheli, Lisa, 15, 134, 137

Micro theme, 170, 171

“Mindscape Series” (Slusky), C-23

Mind’s eye, finding, 10, 12

Mirrors, using, 172–175

Mixed media, 31, 276, 297, C-20–C-22, C-24, C-33

Miyazaki, Hayao, 268–270, 273, 276–277. See also Miyazaki-inspired Method of Gestural Storyboarding; Nausicaä of the Valley of the Wind; Princess Mononoke

Miyazaki-inspired Method of Gestural Storyboarding, 269

Mock-ups, 215, 250, 302–304

Model sessions, office, 259

Mood, expressing, 160

Morgue file, 294

Muscles, 255–256

Museum of Modern Art, NY, x–xi

Muziano, Girolamo, 144–145

Narrative
- sequential, 263
- visual, 259, 262

Natural light, 44–46

Natural Way to Draw, The (Nicolaides), 136

Nature
- drawing from, 164–165
- observing, 132

Nausicaä of the Valley of the Wind (Miyazaki), 277

Neal, Sally Anne, C-18

New Method of Assisting the Invention in Drawing Original Compositions of Landscape (Cozens), 166

Newton, Norman T., 35

Nicolaides, Kimon, 136

Notational language, developing, 39, 221

Objects, drawing in tone, 120, 122. See also Overlapping objects

Observation
- drawing and, 165
- gesture and, 136
- importance of, 132
- of natural form, 132
- process of, 158–159
- of tone, 113

Office modeling sessions, 259

Oil pastels, 75

“Old Gnarled Tree in a Field” (Burchfield), 5

Olin, Laurie, 6, 24, 36

On-site sketching, 164–165

On the Road (Kerouac), 59, 63
Index

One-point perspective, 184, 186
One-point perspective grid, 191
Open competitions, 310
Optical devices, 171–175
“Ornamental Study” (Sullivan), 11
Otomo format, 271, C-8
Otomo, Katsuhiro, 269
“Our World” (Sullivan), 290, G-7
Overlapping objects, 199–201
Overpainting, 293

Page layout, 259–263, 269
Painter with a Pen (Booth), 179
Palette, setting up, 81–82
Palmer, Samuel, 36–37, 39
Palmer handwriting method, 96–97
Pan, 267, 270, 273
Panorama, 175, 184, 267
Paper, 78–80
drawing, 164
tracing, 67
for watercolor, 88
Paper-napkin sketches, 215
Paper stretching, 88
Paraline drawings, 236–239
composing, 250
Parallel glider, 67
Parallel guide lines, 184
Parallel perspective, 184
Parc André Citroën, 264
Parral, José, 106–108
“Passage to Algiers” (Sullivan), 313
“Passive Garden” (Sullivan), 307
Pastels, 73–75
oil, 75, C-11
“Pastoral Landscape” (Lorrain), 174–175
Pattern, 125
Pen and ink, 76–80, 114–115
Pen points, 76, 78
Pencil burns, 277
Pencil holder, 71
Pencils, 69–72
colored, 80–83
practice with, 71
sharpening, 70–71, 81
Pens
steel quill, 76–77
technical, 77–78
Peripheral visual environment, 175
Persistence, ix, 9
Perspective
architectural, 203–205
elevational, 233–234
landscape, 181–202
linear, 185–185
steps in depicting, 193–198
Perspective drawing, freehand, 181–205
Perspective grid
one-point, 191
two-point, 193–198
Photomontage, 313
Photo overdrawing, 285. See also
Photo overlay
Photo overlay, 285
Photoshop. See Adobe Photoshop
Photoshop montage, 262
Picasso, Pablo, 12, 50–51, 53, 94, 123
Picture plan, 162–164, 184–185, 212
activating, 163–164
defining, 117
“Pine Tree” (Burchfield), 147
Pixar Animation Studios, 254, 271
Plan sketching, envelope, 218
Plan view
shadows in, 227–228
trees in, 225–227
Plans
conceptual, 216–218
landscape, 209–210
measured, 218–219
Plant forms, 137
countours of, 135
drawing in gesture, 136–138
proportional harmony of, 138
Plants. See also Foliage
drawing techniques for, 131–156
massing, 154–156
structure of, 137–140
Poche, 232
Poetry Renaissance, 53
Pollock, Jackson, 52–53
Pop-up books, 315–316
“Portfolio” (Boults), C-24
Portfolios, 21, 68
Potential, exploring, 23
Pounce, 79
Poussin, Nicolas, 16, 112, 170
“Prince Valiant” (Foster), 154–155
Princess Mononoke (Miyazaki), 269, 273
Productivity, 63
Proportion, understanding
human, 214
Proportional keys, 171
Proportional relationships, 191–192
gauging, 199
“Public Space in the New American City” (Smith), C-33

Quick horizon line, 189
Quill pens, steel, 76–77

“Randell Denney Garden” (Cochran), C-10
Rauschenberg, Robert, 53
Ray of vision, 184
Rays, practicing, 105–106
Reading groups, 54
Reading/napping space, 46–47
“The Real Story About” (McVarish), C-20

Receding lines
  on the horizontal plane, 196
  vertical, 191–192
Relative size, 199–200
Rembrandt, 117, 118, 144, 145, 157, 161, 183, 188

Renaissance
  artists of, 184
  landscape painting during, 171
  use of perspective during, 184
Rendering in Pencil (Guptil), 124
Resource file, creating, 211
Reverse images, 173–174
Rhino, 282, C-2

Rivers, Larry, 53
“Roaring Camp Dynamic Display Box” (Frank), 295, C-9

Roman landscape, 21
Rome Fellowship, 34–35
Rome Prize, 34–35
“Rome Series” (Sullivan), 304
Roth, Ed “Big Daddy,” 28, 43, 56, 58
Rough paper, 88
Rousseau, 47
Ruspini, Gabe, 303

Salons, starting, 53
Samuels, Mike, 60–62
Samuels, Nancy, 60–62
San Francisco Bay area, 53
Sanding block, 70–71
Sasaki Associates, 112
Scale, 212–214
Scale drawing, with two-point perspective
  grid, 193–198
Scales
  architectural, 67
  engineering, 67
Scallops, practicing, 102
Scarpa, Carlo, 2
Scenic language, 268
Schwartz, Delmore, 52
Schwitter, Kurt, 123
Scratchboard, 303
Search for the Real (Hoffman), x, 93, 208
“Secret Weapon” (Roth), 56
Sectional perspective, 232
Sections, 229–232
  illustrating, 230–232
Seeing
  drawing as, 7–12
  exercise in, 10
Seeing with the Mind’s Eye (Samuels and Samuels), 50, 60–62
Self-discipline, 12
Sequential Artists, 288
Serial drawing, 260
Seroka, Michael, 249
Sfumato, 119
Shade, 116–119
Shaded edge, 116–117, 119
Shadow, 116–119
  adding, 83, 200
  as frame, 117
  as silhouette, 117–118
  in vegetation, 147–149
Shadowed edge, 118
“Sheet of Studies of Water Passing Obstacles and Falling into a Pool” (da Vinci), 224
Shot(s), 267
  basic types, 267
  bird’s-eye view, 267
  close-up, 267
  establishing, 267
  extreme close-up, 267
  eye-level, 267
  high-angle, 267
  low-angle, 267
  medium, 267
  pan, 270, 273
  tracking
    types, 267–268
Silhouette studies, in wash, 150
“Silhouette Study in Wash” (McDonald), 150
Silhouettes, trees as, 247
Silvio in the Rose Garden (Ribeyro), 276
Site plans, 210
  sketches for, 216
“6 Cerulean Blue” (Burchfield), 32
Skeletal system, 254. See also Skeleton
Skeleton, 253–255
structure of, 253
Sketchbook collage, 31
Sketchbooks. See also Daybooks
figure, 259
keeping, 28
Sketches. See also Landscape
sketches; Thumbnail sketches
high-contrast rapid, 155–156
on-site, 164–165
paper-napkin, 215
Sky apertures, 144
Slant tiles, 87
Slug line, 271
Slusky, Joseph, 29, 31, 103–104, 107, C-23
Smith, Ken, 262, 309–311, C-33
Smooth tones, practice in
creating, 114
Soft media, 73–75
“Soft, Rock-Hard, and Evergreen Time” (Dee), 286
SoHo gathering, 52
Solids, drawing in tone, 119–120
Sound, drawing, 105
Space
empty, 178
enhancing the illusion of, 170
Spanish Gardens and Their Patios (Byne and Byne), 35
Spatial relationships, overlapping objects and, 199–200
Speedball Textbook for Pen and Brush Lettering, 309
Spheres
drawing, 103–106
drawing in chiaroscuro, 119
Spikes, practicing, 105–106
Spiral daybooks, 27
Sponges, natural, 85
Spontaneity, 4
“Sprays of Oak Leaves and Dyer’s Greenweed” (da Vinci), 140, 142
Square composition, 178
Stage wings, 169
Station point, 184
Steamboy (Otomo), 269
Steel quill pens, 76–77
Stein, Gertrude, 50
Stippling, 220–221
Stool, folding, 38
Storage containers, 68
“Storm over a Valley in the Foothills of the Alps” (da Vinci), 74
“Story of Architecture” (McVarish), 312
Storyboard(s), 263, 266, 268
animating, 271–272
annotating, 271
cards, 267–269
composition, 268
landscape, 263
screenplay, as, 264
scripting, 264
template, 270
Stourhead, 261
Strang, Gary, 226, 280
Strokes, basic, 82–83
in drawing foliage, 142, 144
Structure, freedom and, 12–16
Studio environment, 44–49
creating, 49
personalizing, 47
“Study for the Three Threes” (Burchfield), 161
Stussi, Emily, 68
Sullivan, Chip, 3, 6, 8, 10, 18, 20, 25, 26, 46, 54, 57, 62, 66, 79, 90, 94, 119, 121, 123, 128, 134, 158, 159, 167, 169, 170, 176, 180, 201, 204, 210, 238, 245, 256, 261, 268, 271, 276, 278–280, 290–291, 297, 313–315, 320–321, C-3–C-6, C-7, C-14–C-17, C-22, C-25, C-28, C-29–C-32
Sullivan, Louis, 11–13
Sullivante, Dante, 316
Sung Dynasty landscape painting, 178–184
Surreal landscapes, 25
Sustained gestures, 151–152
daylong, 152
Symbolism, landscape of, 171
Tableau, the, 294
Tactile experience, expressing, 123
Tape, 67, 88
Technical pens, 77–78
Telephone/address books, 28
“Textural consciousness,” 124–125
Textured paper, 88
Textures, 122–130, 292
  abstracting, 127–128
  accenting, 130
  contrasting, 130
  crackling paste, 292
  decorative tape, 292
dry brush, 292
  feeling, 128
gesso, 292
  ground-plane, 219–223
  india ink, 292
  longhand cursive writing, 292
modeling paste, 292
  oil pastels, 292
photo transfers, 292
  Pro-White, 292
  splattering, 292
  varying, 126
“Thatched Cottage Among Trees”
  (Rembrandt), 144–145
  Theories of Modern Art (Braque), 19
Third dimension, creating the
  illusion of, 183
Three-dimensional constructions, 313–317
Three-dimensional drawings, 80
  “Three Trees” (Rembrandt), 118
  Thumbnail scans, 277
Titian, 144, 149
  To Design Landscape: Art, Nature and Utility (Dee), 285–286
Toklas, Alice B., 50
Tom Hammock Method, the, 263
Tone, 111–121
  basic solids in, 119–121
  drawing objects in, 120, 122
graduated, 113, 114
  leaves and twigs in, 140
observation of, 113
  practice in creating, 120
  value and, 113–114
Topography, 201
  Tortillon, 73, 75
Toy Story, 271
  Tracing paper, 79
  Transfer paper, 89
  Transparent glazes, 89
Travel sketchbooks, 36–39
  Travels Through Morocco
  (Delacroix), 38
panoramic, 172  
wide-angle, 173–175  
Villa d’Este, 264, C-28  
“Villa Gamberaia” (Wong), 211  
“Village of Yorkville Part, Toronto” (Smith), 309  
“Villa Giustiniani” (Sullivan), 170  
Virgil’s Aeneid, 261  
“Visionary Landscape” (Sullivan), 62  
Visual catalog, 276  
Visual expression, ix  
Visual language, developing, 39  
Visual notation, 25  
Visual perception, x, 9, 171  
*Visual Thinking* (Arnheim), 235  
Visualization, vii, x, 9, 12  

*Waiter Get Me a Table Without Flies* (Griffin), 38  
Waldorf Cafeteria, 52  
Walker, Peter, 53  
Ware, Chris, 259–260, 276, 289, C-36  
Wash(es)  
cappuccino, 291, C-31  
laying, 88  
scanned, 291  
silhouette studies in, 150  
teab and coffee cocktail, 291  
Water  
illustrating, 221–224  
studying, 222  
Watercolor, 84–91  
colors of, 86–87  
mixing, 87  

over drawings, 89–91  
setting up for, 87, 89  
Watercolor blocks, 88  
Watercolor brushes, 84  
Whall, Tony, 193–199  
White, Kimberly, 264  
“White Owl and Black Winter Spirit” (Burchfield), 21  
Wide-angle views, 173–175  
Wiggly lines, 101  
Wireframe, 280  
Witek, Joseph, 263  
Wong, John, 34, 211  
Wood, Wally, 55, 58  
Wood-block artists, 99  
“Wooded Landscape” (Lorrain), 13  
Wooden pencils, 69  
Woods, Lebbeus, 277  
Workspace, comfortable, 47, 62. See also Studio environment  
Worm’s-eye view, 188  
Wright, Frank Lloyd, 12  
Writer’s journal, 33  
*Writing Life, The* (Dillard), ix  
Writing table, 46  

X-Acto knives, 67, 70, 74  
“X-Men” (Adams), 306  

Yiu, Allison, 15  
Yü, Edward, 258  
Yuan Ming Yuan, 264  

Zen art, 2  
“Zippy the Pinhead” (Griffin), 38